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ABSTRACT: Nowadays various effective algorithms, which are working on the principles of association rule
mining, are available. Here, in this paper we have discussed several fundamentals of association rule mining.
Association rule mining technique shows the connections in between items in a data set. The technique
detectsfor relationships among items or transactions in data set for drawing inference and taking effective
decisions within that domain.The paper offers a comparative study of distinct association rule mining
methods.The main motive of this paper is to present theoretical survey offew existing algorithms like genetic,
fuzzy, rough and etc. The theory behind association rules is discussedin starting sections while overview of
previous research works done on this field is discussed later in the article.
Keywords: Data mining, Association Rule Mining.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining [1] refer as an activity of observing data
with distinct perspectives and précising it into
important information. Data mining is an analytical tool
for observing data. It permits users to observe data,
categorize it, and summarize the relationships among
data.Data mining is all about searching correlations or
patterns in large relational databases. It involves some
techniques like anomaly detection, clustering,
association rule learning, regression, summarization,
classification etc.
Association rule learning searches for relationships
among factors. For example a supermarket may
analyzedata about how the customer purchases the
various products in the supermarket and what are the
certain patterns to do it. With the help of association
rule mining, the online sellers or supermarket can
identify which products are often bought together and
this information may be used for marketing purposes.
This phenomenonis known as market basket analysis.
Clustering discovers the groups and structures in the
data in some way or another similar wayin absence of
implementing the familiar structures in the data.
Classification generalizes known structures to apply
classification category to new data. Take an example;
an e-mail program may desire to classify an e-mail as
"legitimate" or as "spam" mailon the basis of its
contents.

Regression tries to detect a function which controls the
data having minimum error. Summarization offers
highly efficient representation of data set, which
includes visualization and report generation.
II. ASSOCIATION RULE MINING
Here in data mining, association rule learning known as
a famous and well researched technique for detecting
interesting connections in between variables ofhuge
databases. It identifiestough rules taken in databases
through distinct measures of interestingness [2].
Depend on the theory of strong rules[3], we can say that
important andbroadly-used example of association rule
mining is Market Basket Analysis. To generate all
effective association rules, compare given confidence &
support with user-specified lessen support and
minimum confidence.

Where X and Y are different set of attributes.
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A. Kinds of Association Rule Mining
Based on the number of data dimensions involved, we
can distinguish association rules on basis of
dimensions:
Single-dimensional association rule
An association rule is a single-dimensional, if the
items or attributes in an association rule reference only
one dimension. For example, if X is an itemset, then a
single-dimensional rule could be rewritten as follows:
buys(X, “bred”)) buys(X, “milk”).
Multidimensional association rule:
If a rule references more than one dimension, such as
the dimensions like study-level, income, and buys,
then it is a multidimensional association rule. Let X an
itemset, the following rule is an example of a
multidimensional
rule:
Study-Level(X,
“20…25”)income(X, “30K…. 40K”)) buys(X,
“performant computer”): Based on the types of values
handled by the rule, we can distinguish two types of
association rules:
Boolean association rule:
A rule is a Boolean association rule, if it involves
associations between the presence or the absence of
items. For example, the following rule is a Boolean
association rules obtained from market basket
analysis: buys(X, “computer”))buys(X, “scanner”).
Quantitative association rule: a rule is called
quantitative association rule, if it describes
associations between quantitative items or
attributes. In these rules, quantitative values for
items or attributes are partitioned into intervals.
For example, the following rule is a quantitative
association rules:
Study-Level(X,
“20…25”)income(X,
“30K….40K”) buys(X, “performant computer”).
B. Goal of Association Rule Mining Methodologies
Association rule intent toclean the actual database in
order to obtain the following goals:
1. There is no rule taken as sensitive from their
owner’s perspective and taken from the actual
database at pre-specified thresholds of confidence and
support. These rules should also declarefrom its
sanitized database, when such database is owned at the
same or some higher thresholds.
2. Every non sensitive rule that present at the time of
mining the actual database at pre-specified thresholds
of confidence and support are being successfully owed
from the sanitized database at the same thresholds or
higher.
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3. There is no rule, which is not taken from the
original database at the time of mining the data at prespecified thresholds of confidence and support, which
drawn from its sanitized counterpart while mining at
the same or at higher thresholds.
The initial goal needs that every sensitive rulemust be
taken from the sanitized database at the time of data
mining under similar or higher levels of support and
confidence like the actual database.
Secondgoal prescribed that there in the sanitized
database no rules should be removed. That is, overall
non sensitive rules which were mined from its actual
database must be taken from its sanitized counterpart
at the similar or higher levels of confidence and
support.
The last goal describes that no false rules are called as
ghost rules should be created when the sanitized
database is taken at the similar or higher levels of
confidence and support. A false (ghost) rule referred
as the association rule which is not from the rules
mined from the actual database.
A solution arrived from these three goals is corrected
solution. Practical Mining solutions becomes the
reasons of minimum possible modification in the
actual database are called as ideal or optimal solutions.
Non-exact butfeasible solutions are known as
approximate.
III. LITERATURE SURVEY
There is lot of work done in Association Rule Mining
(ARM). These works are categories into various
groups which are given below:
1. Genetic based ARM
2. Fuzzy based ARM
3. Rough based ARM
4. Others
1. Genetic Based
Xin Li et al [5] proposed Frequent Itemsets
Mining in Network Traffic Data. They think about
the problem of frequent itemset mining problem in
network traffic data, and propose an algorithm for
mining frequent itemsets. They try to minimize the
size of results and only maximal frequent itemsets
are considered. To protect the privacy, intermediate
mining results are encrypted using hashing method by
different servers. The proposed algorithm is evaluated
from the perspectives of accuracy and efficiency.
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Mining of frequent itemsets using Genetic algorithm
as proposed in [6]. This work carried out with
logic of GA to improve the scenario of frequents
itemsets data mining using association rule mining.
The main benefit of using GA in frequent itemsets
mining is to perform global search with less time
complexity. This scheme gives better results in huge
or larger data set. It is also simple and efficient.
Another frequent itemsets mining approach
based on genetic algorithm for non binary dataset
was proposed by G. VjiayBhaskar et al [7]. They
present an efficient algorithm for generating
significant association rules among database
items.GA is used to improve the scenario and
system can predict about negative attributes in
generated rules.
As per results obtained this
scheme is simple and efficient one. The Time
complexity of the algorithm is also less and suitable
for non binary data sets.
2. Rough Set
The association rule is one of the main approaches of
data mining but the number of rules discovered
usually large while a small number of rules is actually
useful from the user view. There are many proposed
methods to choose the useful rules by using the utility
measure as the interesting measure [8].These measure
which is based on rough set theory is proposed by
theJiye Li. Jiye Li include the Rule Important Measure
- RIM [9] and the enhance rule important measure ERIM [10].
To the problem with clear decision-making field by
association
rulesmining,improved
R_Apriori
algorithm can be form by integrating rough set theory
with the Apriori algorithm.The problem raised in the
preamble can be solved as follows:
About the problem of the efficiency of Apriori
algorithm and the validity of the mining rules on
account of the large amount of attributes set, we can
first get the nuclear of attribute set by rough set
attribute reduction, then the association rule mining set
to the nuclear data.
In certain extent, it can improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of mining; for inefficient Apriori
algorithm raised from the needs of scanning all
attribute sets to obtain each frequent attribute set.
Specifically, there are varieties of work under Rough
Set Theory in Association Rule Mining; some of those
are as follows:
(i) An Improved Apriori Arithmetic based on Rough
set Theory [18]
Rough set theory in association with association rules
algorithm is specially meant for search implicit rules
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especially from large data. There is lot of application
of the association rule mining. But sometime it faces
some issues like less efficient or inaccurate results. In
this paper, we talk about R_Apriori algorithm which
handles decision-making domain. In this process, first
of all it consider or remembercode or very effective
conditions in mind then based on the criticalness or
importance
of
various
conditions
,the
R_apriorialgorithm reduces the number of attributes.
Further it reduces tends to variety of efficiency of
algorithm. The main ofR_Apriori algorithm is to solve
the problems of Apriori algorithm to improve the
efficiency of the algorithm.
(ii) Association Rules Mining Algorithm Based on
Rough Set [19]
This work puts forward AssociationRule Mining
through Rough Set theory, which applies the improved
Apriori algorithm. In the association rules mining
based on Rough set theory, this process is done by
using Decision Table. The use of rough set theory has
its own advantages and these advantages are as
follows: (i) it eliminates redundant attributes, (ii) it
reduces the number of attributes. This deduction is
done in single shot whenscanning Decision table and
this is done as in decision attribute sets.
3. Fuzzy Set
Srikant and Agrawal [11] used equidepth partitioning
to mine quantitative rules. They separate intervals by
their relative ordering and quantities equally. Miller
and Yang applied Birch clustering [12] to identify
intervals and proposed a distance-based association
rule to improve the semantics of intervals. Lent,et
al [13] presented a geometric-based algorithm to
perform clustering for numerical attributes. Finally,
Guha, et al [14] proposed an efficient clustering
algorithm called CURE.
Another trend to handle this problem is based on fuzzy
theory. In contrast to quantitative clustering, fuzzy
linguistic-based approaches focus on qualitative
filtering. For instance, PradnyaMuley and Anniruddha
Joshi [15] introduced fuzzy linguistic summaries on
different attributes. Hirota and Pedrycz [lo, 211
proposed a context sensitive fuzzy clustering method
based on fuzzy C-means to construct rule-based
models. However, context-sensitive fuzzy C-means
method cannot handle data consisting of both
numerical and categorical attributes. To solve the
qualitative knowledge discoveryproblem, [16]Peng
Chen, Hongye Su, LichaoGuo and Yu Qu [16] applied
fuzzy linguistic terms to relational databases with
numerical and categorical attributes. Later, [17].
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Saroj and NishantPrabhat proposed the F-APACS
method [17] to discover fuzzy association rules. They
utilized adjacent difference analysis and fuzziness in
finding the minimum support and confidence values
instead of having them supplied by a user.
To generate fuzzy association rules, all sets of items
that have a support above a user specified
threshold,should be determined first. Itemsets with at
least a minimum support are called frequent or large
itemsets. The process alternates between the generation
of candidate and frequent itemsets until all large
itemsets are identified. The above process is used to
calculate the fuzzy support value of itemsetZ and its
corresponding set of fuzzy sets F. This way, the
problem of mining all fuzzy association rules converts
to generating each rule whose confidence is larger than
the user specified minimum confidence. Explicitly,
each large itemset, say L, is used in deriving all
association rules.
4. Others
By Idheba Mohamad et al. [4] “Mining Positive and
Negative Association Rules from Interesting Frequent
and Infrequent Item sets” here the author explains the
Association rule mining taken as the crucial process in
data mining. The general concept of association rules is
to mine the positive frequent patterns from the overall
transaction database. by, mining the negative patterns
has drawn the attention of researchers in this sector too.
The motive of this survey is to generate latest model for
mining interesting negative and positive association
rules from the transactional data set. The model
introduced here is integration in between two
algorithms, the Positive Negative Association Rule
(PNAR) algorithm and the Interesting Multiple Level
Minimum Supports (IMLMS) algorithm, to introduces
a latest approach (PNAR_IMLMS) for mining both
negative and positive association rules regarding the
various interesting frequent and infrequent item sets
mined through the IMLMS model. The results
displayed that the PNAR_IMLMS model offers
effective results as compare to previous model.
As infrequent item sets become more significant for
mining the negative association rules that play an
important role in decision making, this study proposes a
new algorithm for efficiently mining positive and
negative association rules in a transaction database. The
IMLMS model adopted an effective pruning method to
prune uninteresting item sets. An important measure
VARCC is taken into action in order to overlook
creating uninteresting rules which might be discovered,
at the time of mining positive and negative association
rules.
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To the algorithm of the positive and negative
association rules, this paper use linked list to implement
the algorithm of the positive and negative association
rules. To the algorithm of the positive and negative
association rules, there are more research to do. These
research work can be done in various domains like…(l)
How to optimize the searching space? (2) To the mine
the rules, there are further to do the research and use
relativity.(3) In the positive and negative association
rules, Apriori algorithm displace and improvement and
so on.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the authors have discussed about the
algorithm aspects of the association rule mining.
Firstly, we have gone through various aspect of
association rule mining along with it’stypes and various
goals. In the later part, we have examined the various
ARM work based on various aspect like genetic, fuzzy,
rough and others.
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